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Abstract: In this paper, we present a novel evolutionary algorithm for the computation of approximate
solutions for multi-objective optimization problems. These solutions are of particular interest to
the decision-maker as backup solutions since they can provide solutions with similar quality but
in different regions of the decision space. The novel algorithm uses a subpopulation approach to
put pressure towards the Pareto front while exploring promissory areas for approximate solutions.
Furthermore, the algorithm uses an external archiver to maintain a suitable representation in both
decision and objective space. The novel algorithm is capable of computing an approximation of
the set of interest with good quality in terms of the averaged Hausdorff distance. We underline the
statements on some academic problems from literature and an application in non-uniform beams.

Keywords: evolutionary multi-objective optimization; nearly optimal solutions; non-uniform beams

1. Introduction

In many real-world engineering problems, one is faced with the problem that several objectives
have to be optimized concurrently, leading to a multi-objective optimization problem (MOP).
The common goal for such problems is to identify the set of optimal solutions (the so-called Pareto set)
and its image in objective space, the Pareto front. These kinds of problems are of great interest in areas
such as: optimal control [1,2], telecommunications [3], transportation [4,5], and healthcare [6,7]. In all
of the previous cases, the authors considered several objectives in conflict, and their objective was to
provide solutions that represented trade-offs between the solutions.

However, in practice, the decision-maker may not always be interested in the best solutions—for
instance, when these solutions are sensitive to perturbations or are not realizable in practice [8–11].
Thus, there exists an additional challenge. One has to search not only for solutions with a good
performance but also solutions that are possible to implement.

In this context, the set of approximate solutions [12] are an excellent candidate to enhance the
solutions given to the decision-maker. Given the allowed deterioration for each objective ε, one can
compute a set that it is “close” to the Pareto front but that can have different properties in decision
space. For instance, the decision-maker could find a solution that is realizable in practice or one that
serves as a backup in case the selected option is no longer available. For this purpose, we use the
−ε-dominance. In this setting, a solution x − ε dominates a solution y if x + ε dominates y in the
Pareto sense (see Definition 3 for the formal definition).

In this work, we propose a novel evolutionary algorithm that aims for the computation of the set
of approximate solutions. The algorithm uses two subpopulations: the first to put pressure towards
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the Pareto front while the second to explore promissory areas for approximate solutions. For this
purpose, the algorithm ranks the solutions according to the −ε-dominance and how well distributed
the solutions are in both decision and objective spaces. Furthermore, the algorithm incorporates an
external archiver to maintain a suitable representation in both decision and objective space. The novel
algorithm is capable of computing an approximation of the set of interest with good quality regarding
the averaged Hausdorff distance [13].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we state the notations and some
background required for the understanding of the article. In Section 3, we present the components
of the proposed algorithm. In Section 4, we show some numerical results, and we study an optimal
control problem. Finally, in Section 5, we conclude and will give some paths for future work.

2. Background

Here, we consider continuous multi-objective optimization problems of the form

min
x∈Q

F(x), (MOP)

where Q ⊆ Rn and F is defined as the vector of the objective functions

F : Q→ Rk, F(x) = ( f1(x), . . . , fk(x))T , (1)

and where each objective fi : Q→ R is continuous. In multi-objective optimality, this is defined by the
concept of dominance [14].

Definition 1.

(a) Let v, w ∈ Rk. Then, the vector v is less than w (v <p w), if vi < wi for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k}. The relation
≤p is defined analogously.

(b) y ∈ Q is dominated by a point x ∈ Q (x ≺ y) with respect to (MOP) if F(x) ≤p F(y) and F(x) 6= F(y),
else y is called non-dominated by x.

(c) x ∈ Q is a Pareto point if there is no y ∈ Q that dominates x.
(d) x ∈ Q is weakly Pareto optimal if there exists no y ∈ Q such that F(y) <p F(x).

The set PQ of Pareto points is called the Pareto set and its image F(PQ) the Pareto front. Typically,
both sets form (k− 1)-dimensional objects [15].

In some cases, it is worth looking for solutions that are ’close’ in objective space to the optimal solutions,
for instance, as backup solutions. These solutions form the so-called set of nearly optimal solutions.

In order to define the set of nearly optimal solutions (PQ,ε), we now present ε-dominance [12,16],
which can be viewed as a weaker concept of dominance and will be the basis of the approximation
concept we use in the sequel. To define the set of nearly optimal solutions, we need the
following definition.

Definition 2 (ε-dominance [12]). Let ε = (ε1, . . . , εk) ∈ Rk
+ and x, y ∈ Q. x is said to ε-dominate y

(x ≺ε y) with respect to (MOP) if F(x)− ε ≤p F(y) and F(x)− ε 6= F(y).

Definition 3 (−ε-dominance [12]). Let ε = (ε1, . . . , εk) ∈ Rk
− and x, y ∈ Q. x is said to −ε-dominate y

(x ≺−ε y) with respect to (MOP) if F(x) + ε ≤p F(y) and F(x) + ε 6= F(y).

Both definitions are identical. However, in this work, we introduce −ε-dominance as it can be
viewed as a stronger concept of dominance and since we use it to define our set of interest.
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Definition 4 (Set of approximate solutions [12]). Denote by PQ,ε the set of points in Q ⊂ Rn that are not
−ε-dominated by any other point in Q, i.e.,

PQ,ε := {x ∈ Q| 6 ∃y ∈ Q : y ≺−ε x} . (2)

Thus, in the remainder of this work, we will aim to compute the set PQ,ε with multi-objective
evolutionary algorithms [17,18]. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there exist only a few algorithms
that aim to find approximations of PQ,ε. Most of the approaches use the ArchiverUpdatePQ,ε as the
critical component to maintaining a representation of the set of interest. This archiver keeps all points
that are not −ε-dominated by any other considered candidate. Furthermore, the archiver is monotone,
and it converges in limit to the set of interest PQ,ε in the Hausdorff sense [19].

3. Related Work

In general, we can classify the methods in mathematical programming techniques and heuristical
methods (with multi-objective evolutionary algorithms being the most prominent). Mathematical
programming techniques typically give guarantees on the solutions that can find (e.g., convergence
to local optima). However, they usually require the MOP to be continuous and, in some cases,
differentiable or even twice continuous differentiable. On the other hand, heuristic methods are a good
option when the structure of the problem is unknown (e.g., black box problems), but they typically
do not guarantee convergence. In the following, we describe several methods to solve an MOP from
both families, and we finish this section with a description of methods that aim to find the set of
approximate solutions.

3.1. Mathematical Programming Techniques

One of the classical ideas to solve an MOP with mathematical programming techniques is to
transform the problem into an auxiliary single-objective optimization method. With this approach,
we simplify the problem by reducing the number of objectives to one. Once we do this, we are now
able to use one of the numerous methods to solve SOPs that have been proposed. However, typically
the solution of a SOP consists of only one point, while the solution of an MOP is a set. Thus, the Pareto
set can be approximated (in some cases not entirely) by solving a clever sequence of SOPs [20–22].

The weighted sum method [23]: the weighted sum method is probably the oldest scalarization
method. The underlying idea is to assign to each objective a certain weight αi ≥ 0, and to minimize
the resulting weighted sum. Given an MOP, the weighted sum problem can be stated as follows:

min fα(x) :=
k

∑
i=1

αi fi(x)

s.t. x ∈ Q,

αi ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , k,
k

∑
i=1

αi = 1.

(3)

The main advantage of the weighted sum method is that one can expect to find Pareto optimal
solutions, to be more precise:

Theorem 1. Let αi > 0, i = 1, . . . , k, then a solution of Problem (3) is Pareto optimal.

On the other hand, the proper choice of α, though it appears to be intuitive at first sight is, in some
instances, a delicate problem. Furthermore, the images of (global) solutions of Problem (3) cannot be
located in parts of the Pareto front, where it is concave. That is, not all points of the Pareto front can be
reached when using the weighted sum method, which represents a severe drawback.
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Weighted Tchebycheff method [24]: the aim of the weighted Tchebycheff method is to find a point
whose image is as close as possible to a given reference point Z ∈ Rk. For the distance assignment,
the weighted Tchebycheff metric is used: let α ∈ Rk with αi ≥ 0, i = 1, . . . , k, and ∑k

i=1 αi = 1, and let
Z = (z1, . . . , zk) ∈ Rk, then the weighted Tchebycheff method reads as follows:

min
x∈Q

max
i=1,...,k

αi| fi(x)− zi|. (4)

Note that the solution of Problem (4) depends on Z as well as on α. The main advantage of the
weighted Tchebycheff method is that, by a proper choice of these vectors, every point on the Pareto
front can be reached.

Theorem 2. Let x∗ ∈ Q be Pareto optimal. Then, there exists α ∈ Rk
+ such that x∗ is a solution of Problem (4),

where Z is chosen as the utopian vector of the MOP.

The utopian vector F∗ = ( f ∗1 , . . . , f ∗k ) of an MOP consists of the minimum objective values f ∗i of
each function fi. On the other hand, the proper choice of Z and α might also get a delicate problem for
particular cases.

Normal boundary intersection [21]: the Normal boundary intersection (NBI) method [21]
computes finite-size approximations of the Pareto front in the following two steps:

1. The Convex Hull of Individual Minima (CHIM) is computed, which is the (k − 1)-simplex
connecting the objective values of the minimum of each objective fi, i = 1, . . . , k (i.e., the utopian).

2. The points yi from the CHIM are selected, and the point x∗i ∈ Q is computed such that the image
F(x∗i ) has the maximal distance from yi in the direction that is normal to the CHIM and points
toward the origin.

The latter is called the NBI-subproblem and can, in mathematical terms, be stated as follows:
Given an initial value x0 and a direction α ∈ Rk, solve

max
x,l

l

s.t. F(x0) + lα = F(x)

x ∈ Q.

(5)

Problem (5) can be helpful since there are scenarios where the aim is to steer the search in a certain
direction given in objective space. On the other hand, solutions of Problem (5) do not have to be Pareto
optimal [21].

There exist other interesting approaches such as descent directions [25–28], continuation
methods [15], or set-oriented methods [29,30].

3.2. Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithms

An alternative to the classical methods is given by an area known as Evolutionary Multi-Objective
Optimization. This area has developed a wide variety of methods. These methods are known as
Multi-Objective Evolutionary Algorithms (MOEAs). Some of the advantages are that they do not
require gradient information about the problem. Instead, they rely on stochastic search procedures.
Another advantage is that they give an approximation of the entire Pareto set and Pareto front in one
execution. Examples of these methods can be found in [17,18,31]. In the following, we review the most
representative methodologies to design a MOEA and its most important exponent.

Dominance based methods: methods of this kind rely on the dominance relationship directly.
In general, these methods have two main components: a dominance ranking and a diversity estimator.
The dominance ranking sorts the solutions according to the partial order induced by Pareto dominance.
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This mechanism puts pressure towards the Pareto front. The diversity estimator is introduced to have
a total order of the solutions, and thus it allows a comparison between solutions even when they are
mutually non-dominated. The density estimator is based on the idea that the decision-maker would
like to have a good distribution of the solution on the front (diversity).

One of the most popular methods in this class is the non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm
II (NSGA-II) that was proposed in [32]. The NSGA-II has two main mechanisms. The first one is the
non-dominated sorting, where the idea is to rank the current solutions using the Pareto dominance
relationship, i.e., the ranking says by how many solutions the current solution is dominated. This helps
to identify the best values and to use them to generate new solutions.

The second mechanism is called crowding distance. The idea is to measure the distance from a
given point to its neighbors. This helps to identify the solutions with less distance as it means that
there are more solutions in that region.

These components aim to accomplish the goals of convergence and spread, respectively. Due to
these mechanisms, NSGA-II has a good overall performance, and it has become a prominent method
when two or three objectives are considered. Other methods in this class can be found in [33,34].

Decomposition based methods: methods of this kind rely on scalarization techniques to solve an
MOP. The idea behind these methods is that a set of well-distributed scalarization problems will also
generate a good distribution of the Pareto front. They use the evaluation of the scalar problem instead
of the evaluation of the MOP. These methods do not need a density estimator since it is coded in the
selection of the scalar problems.

The most prominent algorithm in this class is the MOEA based on decomposition (MOEA/D),
which was proposed in [35]. The main idea of this method is to make a decomposition of the original
MOP into N different SOPs, also called subproblems. Then, the algorithm solves these subproblems
using the information from its neighbor subproblems. The decomposition is made by using one of the
following methods: weighted sum, weighted Tchebycheff, or PBI. Other methods in this class can be
found in [36,37].

Indicator based methods: these methods rely on performance indicators to assign the contribution
of an individual to the solution found by the algorithm. By using a performance indicator,
these methods reduce an MOP to an SOP. In most cases, these methods do not need a density estimator,
since it is coded in the indicator.

One of the methods that has received the most attention is the SMS-EMOA [38]. This method is
an µ + 1 evolutionary strategy that uses the hypervolume indicator to guide the search. The method
computes the contribution to the hypervolume of each solution. Next, the solution with the minimum
contribution is removed from the population. In order to improve the running time of the algorithm,
SMS-EMOA is combined with the dominance-based methods. In this case, when the whole population
is non-dominated, the indicator is used to rank the solutions. Other methods in this class are presented
in [39,40] for the hypervolume indicator and [41,42] for the ∆p indicator.

3.3. Methods for the Set of Approximate Solutions

In [43], the authors proposed to couple a generic evolutionary algorithm with the ArchiverUpdatePQ,ε.
The method was tested on Tanaka and sym-part [44] problems to show the capabilities of the
method. Later in [45], the authors presented a modified version of NSGA-II [32], named PQ,ε-NSGA-II.
The method uses an external archiver to maintain a representation of PQ,ε and tested the method on
a space machine design application. Furthermore, in [46], the method was applied to solve a two
impulse transfer to asteroid Apophis and a sequence Earth–Venus–Mercury problem.

Later, Schuetze et al. [47] proposed the PQ,ε-MOEA, which is a steady-state archive-based MOEA
that uses ArchiverUpdatePQ,ε for the population. The algorithm draws at random two individuals
from the archiver and generates two new solutions that are introduced to the archiver.

One of the few methods that use a different search engine was presented in [48]. The work
proposed an adaption of the simple cell mapping method to find the set of approximate solutions using
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ArchiverUpdatePQ,εDy. The archiver aims for discretizations of PQ,ε in objective space by ensuring
that the Hausdorff distance between every two solutions is at least δy ∈ R from each other. The results
of the method showed that the algorithm was capable of outperforming previous algorithms in
low-dimensional problems (n ≤ 3) in several academic MOPs.

More recently, in [49], the authors designed an algorithm for fault tolerance applications.
The method uses two different kinds of problem-dependent mutation and one for diversity. In this
case, a child will replace a random individual if it is better or with probability one half if they
are non-dominated. The method uses a bounded version of ArchiverUpdatePQ,ε at the end of each
generation.

The previous approaches based on evolutionary algorithms have a potential drawback. They are
not capable of exploiting equivalent, or near equivalent Pareto sets [44,50,51]. This issue prevents
the algorithm from finding solutions that have similar properties in objective space but differ in
decision space, which can be interesting to the decision-maker. Furthermore, −ε dominance dilutes
the dominance relationship. Thus, it becomes harder for the algorithms to put pressure towards the
set of interest. Our proposed algorithm aims to couple with these drawbacks, and we will compare
it with the PQ,ε-NSGA-II and PQ,ε-MOEA in terms of the ∆2 indicator in both decision and objective
space [13,52]. The ∆2 indicator measures the Averaged Hausdorff distance between a reference set and
an approximation.

4. The Proposed Algorithm

In this section, we present an evolutionary multi-objective algorithm that aims for a finite
representation of PQ,ε (1). We will refer to this algorithm as the non-ε-dominated sorting
genetic algorithm (NεSGA). First, the algorithm initializes two random subpopulations (P and R).
The subpopulation R evolves as in classical NSGA-II [32]. This subpopulation aims to find the Pareto
front. The subpopulation P seeks to find the set of approximate solutions. At each iteration, the
individuals are ranked using Algorithm 3 according to −ε-dominance. Then, we apply a density
estimator based on nearest the neighbor of each solution in both objective and decision space (line 13
of Algorithm 1). Thus, the algorithm selects half the population from those better spaced in objective
space and does the same for decision space. This mechanism allows the algorithm to have better
diversity in the population.

Furthermore, the archiver is applied to maintain the non-ε-dominated solutions. Finally, the
algorithm performs a migration between the populations every specified number of generations. Note
that the algorithm uses diversity in both decision and objective space. This feature allows keeping
nearly optimal solutions that are similar in objective space but different in decision space. To achieve
this goal, half the population is selected according to their nearest neighbor distance in objective space
and a half using decision space. In the following sections, we detail the components of the algorithm.
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Algorithm 1 Non ε-Dominated Sorting EMOA

Require: number of generations: ngen, population size: npop, ε ∈ Rn
+, δx ∈ R+, δy ∈ R+, n f ∈

[1, . . . , ngen], nr ∈ [1, . . . , npop]
Ensure: updated archive A

1: Generate initial population P1
2: Generate initial population R1
3: A← ArchivePQ,εDxy(P0, [], ε, δx, δy)
4: for i = 1 . . . ngen do
5: Select d λ

2 e Parents Qi with Tournament
6: Õi ← SBXCrossover(Qi)
7: Oi ← PolynomialMutation(Õi)
8: P̃i ← Pi ∪Oi
9: F ← Non ε-DominatedSorting(P̃i)

10: Pi+1 = ∅
11: j = 1
12: while |Pi+1|+ |Fj| ≤ npop do
13: NearestNeighborDistance(Fj) . in both parameter/objective space
14: Pi+1 = Pi+1 ∪ Fj
15: j← j + 1
16: end while
17: Sort(Fi,≺n)
18: Pi+1 ← Pi+1 ∪ Fj[1 : npop− |Pi+1|]
19: Si ← Evolve Ri as in NSGA-II
20: Ri+1 ← Select from Si using usual non-dominated ranking and crawding distance
21: Ai+1 ← ArchivePQ,εDxy(Oi ∪ Si, Ai, ε, δx, δy)
22: if mod(i, n f ) == 0 then
23: Exchange nr individuals at random between Pi+1 and Ri+1
24: end if
25: end for

4.1. An Archiver for the Set of Approximate Solutions

Recently, Schütze et al. [19] proposed the archiver ArchiveUpdatePQ,εDxy (see Algorithm 2).
This archiver aims to maintain a representation of the set of approximate solutions with good
distribution in both decision and objective space according to user-defined preference δx, δy ∈ R.
The archiver will include a candidate solution if there is no solution in the archiver, which
−ε-dominates and if there is no solution ’close’ in both decision and objective space (measured
by δx and δy respectively). An important feature of this algorithm is that it converges to the set of
approximate solutions in the limit (plus a discretization error given by δx and δy). In the following, we
briefly describe the archiver since it is the cornerstone of the proposed algorithm.

Given a set of candidate solutions P and an initial archiver A, the algorithm goes through all
the set of candidate solutions p ∈ P and will try to add them to the archiver. A solution p ∈ P will
be included if there is no solution a ∈ A that −ε-dominates p and if there is no other solution that is
’close’ in both decision and objective space in terms of the Hausdorff distance dist∞(·, ·).

Theorem 3 states that the archiver is monotone. By monotone, we mean that the Hausdorff
distance of the image of archiver at iteration l, F(Al), and the set of non −ε-dominated solutions until
iteration l, F(PCl ,ε) is max(δy, dist(F(PCl ,ε+2δy), F(PCl ,ε))).
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Theorem 3. Let l ∈ N, ε ∈ Rk
+, P1, . . . , Pl ⊂ Rn be finite sets, δx = 0 and Ai, i = 1, . . . , l, be obtained by

ArchiveUpdatePQ,εDxy as in Algorithm 1. Then, for Cl =
⋃l

i=1 Pi, it holds:

(i) dist(F(PCl ,ε), F(Al)) ≤ δy,

(ii) dist(F(Al), F(PCl ,ε)) ≤ dist(F(PCl ,ε+2δy), F(PCl ,ε)),

(iii) dH(F(PCl ,ε), F(Al)) ≤ max(δy, dist(F(PCl ,ε+2δy), F(PCl ,ε))).

(6)

Proof. See [19].

Note that the −ε-dominance operation takes constant time to the sizes of P and A. Thus, the
complexity of the archiver is O(|P||A|), which in the worst case is quadratic (O(|P|2)).

Algorithm 2 A := ArchiveUpdatePQ,εDxy

Require: population P, archive A0, ε ∈ Rn
+, δx ∈ R+, δy ∈ R+

Ensure: updated archive A
1: A := A0
2: for all p ∈ P do
3: if 6 ∃a1 ∈ A : a1 ≺−ε p and 6 ∃a2 ∈ A : (dist∞(F(a2), F(p)) ≤ δy and dist∞(a2, p) ≤ δx) then
4: A← A ∪ {p}
5: Â = {a1 ∈ A| 6 ∃a2 ∈ A : a2 ≺−(ε+δy) a1}
6: for all a ∈ A\Â do
7: if p ≺−(ε+δy) a and dist(a, Â) ≥ 2δx then
8: A← A\{a}
9: end if

10: end for
11: end if
12: end for

4.2. Ranking Nearly Optimal Solutions

Next, we present an algorithm to rank approximate solutions. Algorithm 3 is inspired by the
OMNI Optimizer [53]. In this case, the best solutions are those that are non ε-dominated by any
other solution in the population and are also well distributed in both decision and objective space.
The second layer will be formed with those solutions, the solutions that are non ε-dominated but were
not well distributed. The next layers follow the same pattern.

Algorithm 3 Non ε-Dominated Sorting

Require: P0, ε, δx, δy
Ensure: F

1: while p 6= ∅ do
2: Ai+1 ← ArchivePQ,εDxy(Pi, [], ε, δx, δy)
3: Pi+i ← Pi ∩ Ai+1
4: Fi ← Ai+1
5: end while

Figure 1 shows the different fronts formed with different colors. It is possible to observe that
the use of δy and δx allows for a criterion to decide between solutions that are non −ε-dominated,
while, in the bottom figure, all solutions in blue would belong to the first front. Meanwhile, in the
upper figure, there are fewer solutions, and their rank is decided by how well-spaced they are in both
spaces. This feature is important since it would be possible to add a preference on the rank by the
spacing between solutions.
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Figure 1. Ranking nearly optimal solutions for the first five ranks on Lamé superspheres MOP (LSS)
with α = 0.5 [54]. The figure shows the rankings with the proposed algorithm that uses δy (left) and
without (right).

4.3. Using Subpopulations

Since the −ε-dominance can be viewed as a relaxed form of Pareto dominance, it can be expected
that more solutions are non −ε-dominated when compared to classical dominance. This fact generates
a potential issue since it would be possible that the algorithm stagnates at the early stages.

To avoid this issue, we propose the use of two subpopulations to improve the pressure towards
the set of interest of the novel algorithm. Each subpopulation has a different aim. The first one aims to
approximate the global Pareto set/front. While the second one seeks to approximate PQ,ε. Figure 2
shows what would be the first rank for each subpopulation. A vital aspect of the approach is how the
information between the subpopulations is shared. Thus, in the following, we describe two schemes to
share individuals via migration.

Figure 2. The figure shows in yellow the feasible space and in blue the first rank for each subpopulation
on LSS with α = 0.5—on the left, the first ranked solutions that aim for the global Pareto front, on the
right, the first ranked solutions that aim for the set of approximate solutions.

1. Migration: every n f generations, nr individuals are exchanged between the population.
The individuals are chosen at random from the rank one individuals.

2. Crossover between subpopulations: every n f generations, the crossover is performed between
the populations. One parent is chosen from each population at random.

As it can be observed, the use of subpopulations introduces three extra parameters to the
algorithm, namely:
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• n f : frequency of migration,
• nr: the number of individuals to be exchanged, and
• ratio: the ratio of individuals between subpopulation in the range [0, 1].

Thus, the population in charge of looking for optimal solutions puts pressure on the second
population and helps to determine the set of approximate solutions. While the latter population is in
charge of exploiting the promissory regions, this allows for finding local Pareto fronts if they are ‘close
enough’ in terms of −ε-dominance.

4.4. Complexity of the Novel Algorithm

In the following, we comment on the complexity of NεSGA. Let G be the number of generations
and |P| the size of the population.

• Initialization: in this step, all the individuals are generated at random and evaluated. This task
takes O(|P|).

• External archiver: from the previous section, the complexity of the archiver is O(|P||A|), where |A|
is the size of the archiver. Note that the maximum size of the archiver at the end of the execution
is G|P|.

• Non ε-dominated sorting: until there are no solutions in the population P, ArchiveUpdatePQ,εDxy

is executed. In the worst case, each rank has only one solution, and the archiver is executed |P|
times. Thus, the complexity of this part of the algorithm is O(|P|3).

• Main loop: the main loop selects the parents and applies the genetic operators (each of this
tasks take O(|P|)), then the algorithm uses the Non ε-dominated sorting (O(|P|3)); next, it finds
those solutions that are well distributed in terms of closest neighbor (O(|P|2)) and finally
applies the external archiver O(|P|2). Note that all these operations are executed G times.
Thus, the complexity of the algorithm is O(max(G|P|3, (G|P|)2)), which is the maximum of
the non ε-dominated sorting or the external archiver.

5. Numerical Results

In this section, we present the numerical result coxrresponding to the evolutionary algorithm.
We performed several experiments to validate the novel algorithm. First, we validate the use of an
external archiver in the evolutionary algorithm. Next, we compare several strategies of subpopulations.
Finally, we analyze the resulting algorithm with the enhanced state-of-the-art algorithms.

The algorithms chosen are modifications of PQ,εNSGA-II, and PQ,εMOEA. In the literature,
both algorithms used aim for well-distributed solutions only in objective space, but, in this
case, we enhanced them with ArchiverUpdatePQ,εDxy to have a fair comparison with the
proposed algorithm.

In all cases, we used the following problems: Deb99 [17], two-on-one [55], sym-part [44],
S. Schäffler, R. Schultz and K. Weinzierl (SSW) [56], omni test [53], Lamé superspheres (LSS) [54].
Next, 20 independent experiments were performed with the following parameters: 100 individuals,
100 generations, crossover rate = 0.9, mutation rate = 1/n, distribution index for crossover eta_c = 20
and distribution index for mutation eta_m = 20. Then, Table 1 shows the ε, δy and δx values used for
each problem. Furthermore, all cases were measured with the ∆2 indicator, and a Wilcoxon rank-sum
test was performed with a significance level α = 0.05. Finally, all ∆2 tables, the bold font represents the
best mean value, and the arrows represent:

• ↑ rank sum rejects the null hypothesis of equal medians and the algorithm has a better median,
• ↓ rank sum rejects the null hypothesis of equal medians, and the algorithm has a worse median and
• ↔ rank sum cannot reject the null hypothesis of equal medians.
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Table 1. Parameters used for the experiments.

Problem ε δy δx Domain

Deb99 [0.011, 0.011] [0.2, 0.2] [0.2, 0.2] x ∈ [0.01, 1]2

Two-on-one [0.1, 0.1] [0.1, 0.1] [0.02, 0.2] x ∈ [−10, 10]2

Sym-part [0.15, 0.15] [0.2, 0.1] [1, 1] x ∈ [−20, 20]2

SSW n=3 [0.011, 0.0001] 1
3 ε [1, 1, 1] x ∈ [0, 40]3

Omni-test [0.01, 0.01] [0.05, 0.05] [0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1 ] x ∈ [0, 6]5

LSS [0.1, 0.1] [0.05, 0.05] [0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1, 0.1] x ∈ [0, π/2]× [1, 5]4

The comparison is always made with the algorithm in the first column. We have selected
the ∆2 indicator since it allows us to compare the distance between the reference solution and the
approximation found by the algorithms in both decision and objective space. Since we aim to compute
the set of approximate solutions, classical indicators used to measure Pareto fronts cannot be applied in
a straightforward manner and should be carefully studied if one would like to use them in this context.

5.1. Validation of the Use of an External Archiver

We first validate the use of an external archiver in the novel algorithm. Note NεSGA2A denotes
the version of the algorithm that uses the external archiver. Tables 2 and 3 show the mean and
standard deviation of the ∆2 values obtained by the algorithms. From the results, we can observe
that in the six problems the use of the external archiver has a significant impact on the algorithm.
This indicates an advantage of using the novel archiver. It is important to notice that the use of the
external archiver does not use any function evaluation. Thus, the comparison is fair regarding the
number of evaluations used.

Table 2. Averaged ∆2 in decision space for the use of the external archiver and the base case.

Problem NεSGA2 NεSGA2-A

Deb99 0.0621 (0.0040) 0.0316 (0.0129)↑
Two-on-one 0.1125 (0.1397) 0.0595 (0.1467)↑
Sym-part 0.2466 (0.0242) 0.0741 (0.0039)↑
SSW 2.9840 (0.2123) 1.0050 (0.0226)↑
Omni test 1.5740 (0.1163) 0.8680 (0.2806)↑
LSS 1.5092 (0.0532) 0.6415 (0.0163)↑

Table 3. Averaged ∆2 in objective space for the use of the external archiver and the base case.

Problem NεSGA2 NεSGA2-A

Deb99 0.1436(0.0254) 0.0255(0.0015)↑
Two-on-one 0.9771(0.1385) 0.2726(0.2522)↑
Sym-part 0.3147(0.0116) 0.1232(0.0087)↑
SSW 0.7916(0.0908) 0.2128(0.0016)↑
Omni test 0.0513(0.0047) 0.0203(0.0061)↑
LSS 0.1610(0.0079) 0.0222(0.0036)↑

5.2. Validation of the Use of Subpopulations

Furthermore, we experiment with whether the use of subpopulations in the novel algorithm has a
positive effect on the algorithm. NεSGA2Is1 denotes the approach that uses migration, and NεSGA2Is2
denotes the approach that uses a crossover between the subpopulations. Tables 4 and 5 show the mean
and standard deviation of the ∆2 values obtained by the algorithms. From the results, we can observe
that the approach that uses migration is outperformed in four of the twelve comparisons (considering
both decision and objective space). On the other hand, the approach that uses crossover between
subpopulations is outperformed by the base algorithm in three of twelve comparisons. As it could
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be expected, the algorithms that use subpopulations obtain better results in terms of objective space
while sacrificing in some cases decision space.

Table 4. Averaged ∆2 for the algorithms that use subpopulations and the base case in decision space.

Problem NεSGA2 NεSGA2-Is1 NεSGA2-Is2

Deb99 0.0316 (0.0129) 0.0290 (0.0182)↔ 0.0370 (0.0170)↔
Two-on-one 0.0595 (0.1467) 0.0925 (0.2025)↔ 0.0266 (0.0003)↔
Sym-part 0.0741 (0.0039) 0.0597 (0.0034)↑ 0.0621 (0.0061)↑
SSW 1.0050 (0.0226) 1.0402 (0.0279)↓ 1.0554 (0.0179)↓
Omni test 0.8680 (0.2806) 1.0647 (0.3026)↓ 0.9321 (0.2316)↔
LSS 0.6415 (0.0163) 0.6657 (0.0109)↓ 0.6917 (0.0219)↓

Table 5. Averaged ∆2 for the algorithms that use subpopulations and the base case in objective space.

Problem NεSGA2 NεSGA2-Is1 NεSGA2-Is2

Deb99 0.0255 (0.0015) 0.0369 (0.0173)↓ 0.0444 (0.0431)↓
Two-on-one 0.2726 (0.2522) 0.3004 (0.3565)↔ 0.1874 (0.0659)↑
Sym-part 0.1232 (0.0087) 0.0884 (0.0108)↑ 0.0943 (0.0170)↑
SSW 0.2128 (0.0016) 0.2116 (0.0020)↑ 0.2109 (0.0029)↑
Omni test 0.0203 (0.0061) 0.0198 (0.0063)↔ 0.0209 (0.0044)↔
LSS 0.0222 (0.0036) 0.0145 (0.0043)↑ 0.0156 (0.0029)↑

5.3. Comparison to State-of-the-Art Algorithms

Now, we compare the proposed algorithm with PQ,εDxy-NSGA2 and PQ,εDxy-MOEA.
Additionally to the MOPs used previously, in this section, we consider three distance-based
multi/many-objective point problems (DBMOPP) [50,51,57]. These problems allow us to visually
examine the behavior of many-objective evolution as they can scale on the number of objectives. In this
context, there are K sets of vectors defined, where the kth set, Vk = {v1, . . . , vmk} determines the quality
of a design vector x ∈ Q on the kth objective. This can be computed as

fk(x) = min
v∈Vk

(dist(x, v)), (7)

where mk is the number of elements of Vk, which depends on k and dist(x, v) denotes in the
Euclidian distance. An alternative representation is given by the centre (c), a circle radius (r),
and an angle for each objective minimizing vector. From this framework, we generate three
problems with k = 3, 5, 10 objectives. Each problem has nice connected components with centers
c = [[−1,−1], [−1, 0], [−1, 1], [0,−1], [0, 0], [0, 1], [1,−1], [1, 0], [1, 1]]. Furthermore, the radius r = [0.15,
0.1, 0.15, 0.15, 0.1, 0.15, 0.15, 0.1, 0.15] and the angle a = [ai : ai ∈ 2iπ

k ] for i = 1, . . . , k. Figure 3 shows
the structure for each problem. Each polygon represents a local Pareto set. The global Pareto sets are
those centered in [[−1, 0], [0,−1], [0, 1], [1, 0]]. For these problems, we used ε = [0.05]k, δx = [0.02, 0.02],
δy = [0.01]k and −10 ≤ x1, x2 ≤ 10.
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Figure 3. Local Pareto set regions of the DBMOPP problems generated for k = 3, 5, 10 objectives.

Figures 4–7 show the median approximations to PQ,ε and F(PQ,ε) obtained by the algorithms. It is
posible to observe than in all figures PQ,εDxy-MOEA has the worst performance. Next, PQ,εDxy-NSGA2
misses several connected components that are of the set of approximate solutions. Figure 6 shows a
clear example where PQ,εDxy-NSGA2 focuses on a few regions of the decision space while the proposed
algorithm is capable of finding all connected components. Furthermore, Figures 8–10 show the box
plots in both decision and objective space for the problems considered. Tables 6 and 7 show the mean
and standard deviation of the ∆2 values obtained by the algorithms.

From the results, we can observe that the novel algorithm outperforms PQ,εDxy-NSGA2 in
eight out of nine problems according to decision space and seven according to objective space.
When compared with PQ,εDxy-MOEA, the novel algorithm outperforms in the nine problems according
to both decision and objective space. This shows that an improvement in the search engine to maintain
solutions well spread in decision and objective space is advantageous when approximating PQ,ε.

Table 6. Averaged ∆2 in decision space for the comparison of the state-of-the-art algorithms.

Problem NεSGA2-Is2 PQ,εDxy-NSGA-II PQ,εDxy-MOEA/D

Deb99 0.0370 (0.0170) 0.0513 (0.0294)↓ 0.1106 (0.0258)↓
Two-on-one 0.0266 (0.0003) 0.2585 (0.3222)↓ 0.4298 (0.2913)↓
Sym-part 0.0621 (0.0061) 0.2238 (0.4746)↔ 6.2978 (2.0763)↓
SSW 1.0554 (0.0179) 2.0611 (1.2699)↓ 4.6774 (0.5790)↓
Omni test 0.9321 (0.2316) 2.3839 (0.3911)↓ 3.4810 (0.5715)↓
LSS 0.6917 (0.0219) 0.9327 (0.1048)↓ 1.9653 (0.1701)↓
DBMOPP k = 3 0.0577(0.0047) 0.0648(0.0032)↓ 1.1303(0.3411)↓
DBMOPP k = 5 0.0811(0.0068) 0.0937(0.0050)↓ 1.2928(0.3677)↓
DBMOPP k = 10 0.0720(0.0074) 0.0843(0.0064)↓ 1.2342(0.4304)↓

Table 7. Averaged ∆2 in objective space for the comparison of the state-of-the-art algorithms.

Problem NεSGA2-Is2 PQ,εDxy-NSGA-II PQ,εDxy-MOEA/D

Deb99 0.0444 (0.0431) 0.6283 (0.5474)↓ 2.1702 (1.0106)↓
Two-on-one 0.1874 (0.0659) 0.5932 (0.5664)↓ 1.3167 (0.6075)↓
Sym-part 0.0943 (0.0170) 0.0826(0.0106)↑ 0.2524 (0.0996)↓
SSW 0.2109 (0.0029) 1.1394 (1.5114)↓ 2.7317 (1.2801)↓
Omni test 0.0209 (0.0044) 0.0685 (0.0491)↓ 0.4762 (0.1264)↓
LSS 0.0156 (0.0029) 0.0109(0.0021)↑ 0.1369 (0.0349)↓
DBMOPP k = 3 0.0267(0.0038) 0.0305(0.0036)↓ 0.1352(0.0315)↓
DBMOPP k = 5 0.0647(0.0033) 0.0717(0.0038)↓ 0.2005(0.0466)↓
DBMOPP k = 10 0.0798(0.0070) 0.0919(0.0080)↓ 0.2972(0.0773)↓
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Figure 4. Numerical results on Deb99 for the comparison of NεSGA2 and the state-of-the-art algorithms.
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Figure 7. Numerical results on DBMOPPs for the comparison of NεSGA2 and the state-of-the-art algorithms.
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To conclude the comparison to state-of-the-art algorithms, we aggregate the results by conducting
a single election winner strategy. Here, we have selected the Borda and Condorcet methods to perform
our analysis [58].

In the Borda method, for each ranking, assign to algorithm X, the number of points equal to
the number of algorithms it defeats. In the Condorcet method, if algorithm A defeats every other
algorithm in a pairwise majority vote, then A should be ranked first. Table 8 shows that the count of
times algorithm i was significantly better than the algorithm j according to the Wilcoxon rank sum.
In this case, both Borda count and Condorcet method prefer the novel method. Furthermore, in terms
of computational complexity, both state-of-the-art methods have a complexity of O((G‖P‖)2) since
both algorithms make use of the external archiver. This complexity is comparable with the one of the
novel method. In some cases, due to the non ε-dominated sorting, the novel algorithm can have a
higher complexity.

Table 8. Summary of times a method outperforms another with statistical significance.

Method NεSGA PQ,ε-NSGA2 PQ,ε-MOEA Borda Count

NεSGA 0 15 18 32
PQ,ε-NSGA2 2 0 18 20
PQ,ε-MOEA 0 0 0 0

5.4. Application to Non-Uniform Beam

Finally, we consider a non-uniform beam problem taken from [59,60]. Non-uniform beams are a
commonly used structure in many applications such as ship hull, rocket surface, and aircraft fuselage.
In this application, structural and acoustic properties are presented as constraints and performance
indices of candidate non-uniform beams.

The primary goal of the structural-acoustic design is to create a light-weight, stable, and quiet
structure. The multi-objective optimization of non-uniform beams is to seek the balance among those
aims. Here, we will consider the following bi-objective problem:

The first objective P̄ is the integration of the radiated sound power over a range of frequencies,

P̄ =
∫ 600

200
Pdω, (8)

where P is the average acoustic power radiated by the vibrating beam per unit width over one period
of vibrations (see [60] for the details of the implementation).

The second objective is the total mass of the beam that can be expressed as

mtot =
N

∑
n=1

ρhiL
N

, (9)

where 1 ≤ hi(x) ≤ 15 mm is the average height of the ith segment, and for the number of interpolation
coordinates N = 10 (i.e., the decision space is 10-dimensional). The Beam length is L = 1.0 m and the
mass density ρ = 2643 kg/m3.

The parameters for the archiver were set to ε = [1, 0.00003], δx = 2.5 × 10−3 and δy =

[0.3, 0.000003]. That is to say, we are willing to accept a deterioration of 1 kg and 0.3× 10−5 W/m/s.
The parameters were as follows:

• Population size: 500,
• Number of generations: 200,
• The rest of the parameters were set as before.

Figure 11 shows the approximated set PQ,ε. The results show that the algorithm is capable of
finding the region of interest, according to previous studies [19,60], with 100, 000 function evaluations,
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while in previous work using only the archiver with random points, it took 10 million function
evaluations [19] to obtain similar results.
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Figure 11. Approximation of PQ,ε obtained with NεSGA.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, we have proposed a novel multi-objective evolutionary algorithm that aims to
compute the set of approximate solutions. The algorithm uses the archiver ArchivePQ,εDxy to maintain
a well-distributed representation in both decision and objective space. Moreover, the algorithm ranks
the solutions according to the −ε-dominance and their distribution in both decision and objective
space. This allows exploring different regions of the search space where approximate solutions might
be located and maintaining them in the archiver.

Furthermore, we observed that the interplay of generator and archiver was a delicate problem,
including (among others) a proper balance of local/global search, a suitable density distribution for all
generational operators. The results show that the novel algorithm is competitive against other methods
of the-state-of-the-art on academic problems. Finally, we applied the algorithm to an optimal control
problem with comparable results to those of the state-of-the-art but using significantly fewer resources.
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